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Abstract
Purpose: To describe the patterns of follow-up care provided
to a population-based cohort of breast cancer survivors, and to
assess factors associated with adherence to guidelines on follow-up care.
Patients and Methods: We conducted a retrospective longitudinal study of all women with surgically treated breast cancer
who were without evidence of recurrence, advanced breast cancer, or new primary cancer and were diagnosed in Ontario, Canada, within a 2-year period (n ⫽ 11,219). They were followed for
5 years. The cohort was identified through the Ontario Cancer
Registry, and individuals were linked across population-based
administrative health databases. Frequency of and adherence to
guideline recommendations for oncologist and primary care physician (PCP) visits; surveillance imaging for metastatic disease;
and surveillance mammograms by year from diagnosis, age

Introduction
Over the past 15 years, there has been growing interest in the
practice of routine follow-up of breast cancer survivors. Studies
have evaluated aspects of follow-up such as intensive surveillance
strategies versus minimalist strategies,1,2 primary care versus
specialist-based strategies,3,4 and mammography surveillance.5,6
These studies have led to some degree of consistency in guideline
recommendations on follow-up.7,8 However, little is known about
how follow-up care is provided to breast cancer survivors at a population level, or the extent to which this is consistent with guideline
recommendations. The use of cancer registries linked with administrative health databases has been proposed as a valuable tool to
study this question.9-11 In the United States, the Surveillance Epidemiology and End Results and Medicare databases have been
used to this end but are limited by being applicable only to those
over 65 years old.12 In Canada, the administrative health databases
of the single-payer universal health care system enable the study of
this question at the population level.
The objective of this study is to describe the patterns of follow-up care provided to breast cancer survivors and to assess factors
associated with adherence to guidelines on follow-up care.

Patients and Methods
Study Cohort
We conducted a retrospective longitudinal study of a population-based sample of all women who were diagnosed with breast
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group, and income quintile were analyzed. Factors associated
with adherence to guideline recommendations were analyzed.

Results: Most women saw both oncologists and PCPs in each
follow-up year. Approximately two thirds had surveillance mammograms in each follow-up year. Overall, two thirds had either
fewer or greater than recommended oncology visits, one quarter
had fewer than recommended surveillance mammograms, and
half had greater than recommended surveillance imaging for
metastatic disease.
Conclusion: This population-based study shows substantial
variation in adherence to guideline recommendations, with both
overuse and underuse of surveillance visits and tests. Most
importantly, a substantial proportion are receiving more than
recommended imaging for metastatic disease but fewer than
recommended mammograms for detection of local recurrence or new primary cancer, for which effective intervention is
possible.

cancer in Ontario, Canada, within a 2-year period and followed
for 5 years.
The study cohort was identified through the Ontario Cancer
Registry and consists of all women who were diagnosed with
breast cancer in calendar years 1998 and 1999 and were in the
Registered Persons Database (which contains demographic information) and eligible for the Ontario Health Insurance Plan
(OHIP), the health insurance plan available to all residents of
Ontario. Women were excluded if they had a previous primary
cancer, did not undergo primary breast cancer surgery, had
evidence of advanced cancer or of a possible recurrence within
the 1st year after diagnosis. This process identified an initial
study cohort of 11,219 women who were 1 year past the date
of diagnosis. Women were censored in each of 4 subsequent
follow-up years if they were no longer eligible for OHIP
(n ⫽ 73), died (n ⫽ 762), developed a new primary cancer
(n ⫽ 193), or experienced breast cancer recurrence (based on
OHIP fee codes for chemotherapy, radiation therapy, or
breast surgery; n ⫽ 2,092). Patients were censored 90 days
earlier than the date of new primary cancer or breast cancer
recurrence to exclude the imaging or visits associated with
these events. For patients censored as a result of death or
OHIP ineligibility, the actual date was used. Exclusion and
censoring criteria were set conservatively to ensure a cohort
that was on well “routine” follow-up. Each individual in the
cohort was followed for a total of 5 years from the date of
diagnosis. The follow-up period was defined as 1 year from
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the date of diagnosis to 5 years from the date of diagnosis, or
sooner if censored.

Data Sources and Measures

Analysis
Descriptive statistics were calculated for the frequency of oncology, PCP, and other physician visits by follow-up year, age
group, and income quintile. Descriptive statistics were calculated for the frequency of imaging investigations by follow-up
year, age group, and income quintile. For each type of imaging
Copyright © 2010 by American Society of Clinical Oncology
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Results
Characteristics of the breast cancer survivor cohort are presented in Table 1. The average age at diagnosis was 60.1 (standard deviation [SD] ⫽ 13.7) years. Patients were followed for a
mean of 52.9 months (SD ⫽ 14.8). In this cohort, 19.0%
developed a breast cancer recurrence over the 5 years and the
overall 5-year survival was 86.3%.

Physician Visits
The average number of oncology visits diminished over time
(average 4.1 in year 2 to 1.9 in year 5; P ⬍ .05; Table 2) but was
similar across income quintiles (data not shown) and age
groups, except age ⱖ 80, where it was fewer (average 2.0; Table
A1, online only). However, the average number of PCP visits
remained relatively constant across follow-up years. Oldest and
lowest income patients had more PCP visits (average of 12.1
and 7.8, respectively; P ⬍ .05).
Most women saw both oncologists and PCPs in each follow-up year (Table 3), regardless of age (Table A2, online only),
or income (data not shown). However, the proportion seeing
both oncologists and PCPs diminished significantly over time
(from 81.1% in year 2 to 66.6% in year 5; P ⬍ .05) (Table 3),
older age (from 90.5% age ⱕ 49 to 73.6% age ⱖ 80; P ⬍ .05
(Table A2, online only), and lower income quintile (from
89.9% for highest to 88.3% for lowest; P ⬍ .05) (data not
•
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For the entire study cohort, scrambled anonymized health care
numbers were used to link individual patients across the databases used in this study: the OHIP database for physician visits
and procedures; the Canadian Institute for Health Information
Hospital Discharge Abstract Database for hospitalizations; Ontario Cancer Registry for new primary cancers, and vital statistics for deaths.
Physician visits were defined as visits to a primary care physician (PCP; either general practitioners or family physicians) or
oncologist (surgical, medical, or radiation) according to OHIP
records for out-patient visits (including office, home, or nursing
home visits). Physician type was determined by linking the
OHIP physician number to the Institute of Clinical Evaluative
Sciences (ICES) physician database and the ICES surgical oncologist database. For all physician visits, fee codes for inpatient
visits, laboratory tests, radiological examinations, and surgical
procedures were excluded. Multiple fee codes billed by the same
physician on the same day were counted as one visit.
Imaging investigations were measured by OHIP records for
imaging procedures commencing 1 year from the date of diagnosis and ending at study end or date of censoring. In addition
to mammograms, other imaging investigations included in the
analysis were limited to those traditionally used for surveillance
for metastatic breast cancer: bone scans; chest imaging with
chest x-rays or chest computerized tomographic scans (CT);
abdomen/pelvic imaging with ultrasounds, CT scan, or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).
Socioeconomic status was based on neighborhood income
quintile (where Q1 is the poorest and Q5 is the wealthiest) as
calculated by the postal code conversion file from Statistics
Canada.13 Comorbidity was classified according to the Charlson comorbidity index.14,15 Continuity of care was measured by
the Usual Provider Continuity (UPC) index. The index was
calculated separately for PCPs and for oncologists. For PCPs,
the index was calculated by dividing the number of visits to the
usual PCP in the previous 2 years by the total number of visits
to a PCP. For oncologists, the index was calculated for visits to
oncologists over the follow-up period. Emergency department
and inpatient visits were excluded from the calculation. The
UPC is calculated only for individuals with at least three visits.
The usual provider is defined as the PCP or oncologist who provided the greatest proportion of care. A score of 1 represents perfect
continuity; low continuity is defined as a score of ⱕ 0.75.16 Ethics
approval was obtained from the ICES Research Ethics Board in
Toronto, Ontario, Canada.

investigation (including mammograms), the investigation was
classified as surveillance (⬎ 330 days from the last test) or
diagnostic (ⱕ 330 days from the last test). For surveillance
mammograms, patients with bilateral mastectomies were
excluded.
Following the approach of Cooper et al 2007,10 Lafata et
17
al, and Keating et al,12 adherence to guideline recommendations for oncologist visits, surveillance mammograms, and surveillance imaging investigations were classified as consistent
with recommendations, less than recommended, or greater
than recommended. Adherence per year was defined as three or
four visits per year in years 2 and 3, two visits per year in years
4 and 5, one mammogram per year, and no imaging for metastatic disease. Adherence by age group and income quintile over
the 4 years of follow-up was defined as six to eight visits over
years 2 and 3, three to four visits over years 4 and 5, three to
five mammograms over 4 years, and no imaging for metastatic disease.
We used generalized estimation equation (GEE) methods to
analyze follow-up data. GEE methods are commonly used for
the analysis of different types of correlated data. The main
advantage of GEE resides in the unbiased estimation of population-averaged regression coefficients despite possible misspecification of the correlation structure.18 Binary outcomes
were analyzed using logistic regression, and rates (mean number
of visits) were analyzed using Poisson regression. 2 tests were
used to compare several frequencies across age groups.
All test statistics were two-sided, and P values less than 0.05
were considered statistically significant. Analyses were performed with SAS 9.1 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC).
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Table 1. Characteristics of Patients
Characteristic

No.

%

Total No. of patients

11,219

100

Age, years
Mean

60.1

SD

13.7

Age group, years
2,779

24.8

50-64

4,017

35.8

65-79

3,524

31.4

899

8.0

ⱖ 80
Income quintile
Unknown

143

1.3

1 (lowest)

1,883

16.8

2

2,307

20.6

3

2,225

19.5

4

2,151

19.2

5 (highest)

2,510

22.4

9

0.1

Geographic location
Unknown
Urban

9,602

85.6

Rural

1,608

14.3

Lumpectomy

8,781

78.3

Unilateral mastectomy

2,255

20.1

63

0.6

120

1.1

0

10,705

95.4

1

362

3.2

2

103

0.9

49

0.4

Not calculated*

1,221

10.9

High UPC

6,300

56.1

Low UPC

3,698

33.0

Type of initial surgery

Bilateral mastectomy
Other
Charlson comorbidity index

3⫹
PCP continuity of care

Index
Mean

0.80

SD

0.20

Oncologist continuity of care
Not calculated*

1,864

16.6

High UPC

2,471

22.0

Low UPC

6,884

61.4

Imaging Investigations
Approximately two thirds of women had a surveillance mammogram in each follow-up year (Table 4) and across age groups
(Table A3; online only), and income quintiles (data not
shown), except in the oldest age group (25.5%) and lowest
income quintile (59.4%) (P ⬍ .05). A quarter of women had
surveillance chest imaging in each follow-up year (Table 4).

Adherence to Guidelines
Follow-up care was consistent with guideline recommendations
for between one quarter and one third of women for frequency
of oncology visits, and two thirds of women for frequency of
surveillance mammograms. Overall, approximately half of
women had more than recommended surveillance imaging for
metastatic disease (Figure 1). The proportion varied significantly by year of follow-up (P ⬍ .05) and age (Figure A1, online
only). In the oldest age group, 71.9% had fewer than recommended oncology visits and 65.0% had fewer than recommended mammograms (P ⬍ .05). The differences were small
(⬍ 7%) but significant (P ⬍ .05) for each of these factors across
income quintiles (data not shown).
The odds ratios for factors associated with adherence to
guideline recommendations are shown in Table 5. Age ⱕ 49,
having a mastectomy, seeing multiple oncologists, and low oncology continuity index all increased the odds of having greater
than recommended oncology visits. Older age, rural residence,
and higher comorbidity increased the odds of having fewer than
recommended mammograms, whereas seeing an oncologist was
associated with reduced odds of fewer than recommended
mammograms. Higher comorbidity, having a mastectomy, and
seeing a PCP plus oncologists all increased the odds of having
greater than recommended imaging for metastatic disease. Regression analysis with and without age, or with and without
comorbidity, yielded similar estimates for both age and comorbidity effects, indicating that the effects of age and comorbidity
on adherence to guideline recommendations are nearly independent of each other.

Index
Mean

0.62

SD

0.22

New primary cancer within 5 years

Discussion

303

2.7

Recurrence of breast cancer within 5 years

2132

19.0

Alive at 5 years

9,680

86.3

Abbreviations: SD, standard deviation; PCP, primary care physician; UPC, Usual
Provider Continuity index.
* Continuity of care not calculated if fewer than three visits.
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Most women in this Canadian cohort had regular follow-up
visits with an oncologist throughout the 4 years of follow-up.
This is in contrast with the finding by Keating et al that most
women did not see a cancer specialist annually.12 They studied
US women over age 65 who were recipients of Medicare and
thus comparable to our cohort in terms of access to health care
coverage. Nonetheless, in our study approximately 80% of
women saw at least one oncologist in each of the 2nd through
4th years of follow-up, decreasing to 73% in the 5th year; this
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ⱕ 49

shown). Over half in each age group, except age ⱖ 80 (31.6%),
and each income quintile were seeing multiple oncologists. For
the overall sample, the number diminished from 49.2% in year
2 to 23.8% in year 5. Under 12% in each year, age group, and
income quintile saw only a PCP except in the fourth (17.3%)
and fifth (23.0%) years and oldest age group (21.8%).

Follow-Up Care for Breast Cancer Survivors

Table 2. Mean (standard error) No. of Physician Visits by Specialty and Follow-Up Year
Year 2 (n ⴝ 11,219)

Year 3 (n ⴝ 10,026)

Year 4 (n ⴝ 9,297)

Year 5 (n ⴝ 8,624)

Mean

SE

Mean

SE

Mean

SE

Mean

SE

Primary care*

6.9

0.02

6.7

0.02

6.6

0.02

6.6

0.02

Oncology*

4.1

0.01

2.9

0.01

2.3

0.01

1.9

0.01

Medical*

1.4

0.01

1.1

0.01

0.8

0.01

0.7

0.01

Radiation*

0.8

0.01

0.5

0.01

0.4

0.01

0.3

0.01

Surgical*

1.9

0.01

1.3

0.01

1.1

0.01

1.0

0.01

4.8

0.02

4.5

0.02

4.2

0.02

4.3

0.02

Other*

NOTE. No. of visits is calculated as mean per patient per patient year.
Abbreviation: SE, standard error.
* P ⬍ .05.

Table 3. Distribution of Physician Visits by Physician Specialty and Follow-Up Year
Year 2 (n ⴝ 11,219)
% With
at Least
One Visit

Year 3 (n ⴝ 10,026)
Mean No.
of Visits

% With
at Least
One Visit

Year 4 (n ⴝ 9,297)
Mean No.
of Visits

% With
at Least
One Visit

Year 5 (n ⴝ 8,624)
Mean No.
of Visits

% With
at Least
One Visit

Physician Specialty

Mean No.
of Visits

PCP only*†

10.5

8.0

10.0

12.3

9.2

17.3

9.0

23.0

Medical

2.9

1.7

2.5

1.9

2.0

2.0

1.8

1.8

Radiation

2.1

0.7

2.0

0.8

1.5

0.8

1.4

0.8

Surgical

3.4

1.5

3.4

1.4

3.7

1.7

3.3

1.6

Multiple

6.3

4.9

4.7

3.6

4.9

3.0

4.6

2.2

9.6

11.3

8.6

16.5

8.1

18.4

8.1

17.6

Oncology only†

PCP and oncology†
PCP and medical
PCP and radiation

8.8

7.5

8.5

8.2

8.4

9.2

7.9

9.3

PCP and surgical

11.5

13.1

10.2

13.9

10.0

14.7

10.2

15.9

PCP and multiple

12.9

49.2

11.5

38.4

10.8

29.5

10.4

23.8

Other physician only

5.9

0.7

7.4

0.8

5.2

1.1

6.9

1.4

No physician

1.4

2.1

2.3

2.6

Days between oncology visits
Median†
Interquartile range

46

83

89

136

113

148

128

157

Abbreviation: PCP, primary care physician.
* PCP only ⫽ Only PCP visits included in the counts, but patients may have also seen other physicians.
† P ⬍ .05.

figure was ⬎ 90% in each age group except for ⱖ 80 (76%).
Follow-up exclusively by PCPs was rare except in the fifth year
or for patients age ⱖ 80, when approximately a quarter of
women saw PCPs exclusively. Otherwise, ⬎ 80% of women in
each year of follow-up and in each age group saw a combination
of PCP and at least one type of oncology specialist, with almost
half seeing multiple oncology specialists. Differences by income
quintile were small (⬍ 2%). During the period of this study one
trial evaluating exclusive PCP follow-up had been published.4
The second larger trial3 and guideline statements supporting
PCP follow-up7,8 were not published until after the period of
this study (1998 to 2004).

Adherence to Guidelines
The study shows substantial variation in adherence to guideline
recommendations. Two thirds of women had either fewer or
Copyright © 2010 by American Society of Clinical Oncology
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greater than recommended oncology visits. Half of women had
greater than recommended surveillance imaging for metastatic
disease, whereas a quarter had fewer than recommended surveillance mammograms for detection of local recurrence or new
primary cancer, for which effective intervention is possible.
Most older women had fewer than recommended visits
(71.9%) and fewer than recommended mammograms (65%).
Although there were significant differences by income quintile,
the proportional differences were small (⬍ 7% between highest
and lowest income quintile), and the statistical significance reflects the large sample size.
The American Society of Clinical Oncology (ASCO) published guidelines on breast cancer follow-up in 199719 and updated them in 199820 and 2006.7 The Canadian guidelines
were published in 199821 and updated in 2005.8 Although
guidelines have been published elsewhere,22 it is the ASCO and
•
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Table 4. No. of Surveillance and Diagnostic Imaging Tests by Follow-Up Year
Year 2 (n ⴝ 11,219)

Year 3 (n ⴝ 10,026)

Year 4 (n ⴝ 9,297)

Mean

SE

% With
at Least
One Test

Surveillance*

0.69

0.01

63.4

0.72

0.01

68.0

0.73

0.01

69.0

0.73

0.01

67.4

Diagnostic†

0.25

0.01

18.6

0.17

0.02

13.3

0.13

0.02

10.5

0.11

0.02

8.8

Surveillance*

0.29

0.01

27.6

0.28

0.01

26.7

0.26

0.01

24.7

0.25

0.01

24.0

Diagnostic*

0.31

0.02

16.5

0.26

0.02

15.3

0.23

0.02

13.1

0.23

0.02

12.9

Surveillance*

0.16

0.01

14.6

0.12

0.02

11.6

0.10

0.02

10.0

0.09

0.02

8.7

Diagnostic

0.04

0.04

3.3

0.03

0.04

2.5

0.02

0.04

1.7

0.02

0.05

1.5

Surveillance*

0.23

0.01

22.0

0.21

0.01

20.3

0.20

0.01

19.1

0.20

0.01

19.0

Diagnostic*

0.18

0.02

11.1

0.18

0.02

10.8

0.16

0.02

10.3

0.16

0.02

9.4

Surveillance*

0.09

0.02

8.6

0.08

0.02

8.0

0.08

0.02

7.8

0.08

0.02

7.5

Diagnostic†

0.05

0.03

3.2

0.05

0.03

3.3

0.05

0.03

3.3

0.04

0.04

3.1

Test

Mean

SE

% With
at Least
One Test

Mean

Year 5 (n ⴝ 8,624)

SE

% With
at Least
One Test

Mean

SE

% With
at Least
One Test

Mammography

Bone scan

Abdomen/pelvis imaging

Ultrasound, intracavitary/transvaginal

* P ⬍ .0001.
† P ⬍ .001.

80
70
60

Percentage

proportion of patients receiving greater than
recommended follow-up visits is likely to be
much larger, reflecting substantial duplication of care. Certainly, the number of patients seeing multiple different oncology
specialists and the associated low continuity
of care index highlights the concern about
duplication of care.

Year 2
Year 3
Year 4
Year 5

50
40
30
20

Mammograms

10

Mammography surveillance is the only routine investigation recommended.7,8 AlFrequency of
Mammograms*
Imaging for
though there has never been a formal
Oncology Visits*
Metastatic Disease*
evaluation,24 several observational studies
point to the value of these mammograms to
Figure 1. Adherence to guidelines by follow-up year, defined as three or four visits per year in
6
years 2 and 3; two visits per year in years 4 and 5; one mammogram per year. L, less than detect locoregional recurrence , which may result in reduced breast cancer mortality.5,9,25
recommended; R, recommended; G, greater than recommended. (*) P ⬍ .05.
Our findings are consistent with others showCanadian guidelines that would have been most influential in
ing underuse of surveillance mammograms in each year, age group,
Ontario during the period of this study. These two guidelines
and income quintile.26,27 Specifically, studies have consistently
give similar recommendations for mammography surveillance
found that older age is associated with fewer than recommended
(recommended annually) and surveillance for metastatic disease
mammograms.12,28 In addition, our finding that women with
(not recommended). However, the Canadian guidelines do not
mastectomies were less likely to have mammograms has been respecify the frequency for follow-up visits while the ASCO
ported by others.26 The protective effect of surveillance mammoguidelines are more prescriptive. Taking a conservative apgrams on breast cancer mortality was found by Lash et al9 to be
proach, we used the frequency of visits recommended by the
strongest in women with mastectomies or ⬎ 80 years of age, the
ASCO guidelines to define our adherence classification for frevery women least likely to have guideline-recommended mammoquency of follow-up visits. Similarly we have included only
grams in this study.
oncology visits in this classification, recognizing that, in addiAs with this study, other studies have consistently found that
tion, a proportion of visits to PCPs would have been for breast
women followed by an oncology specialists are more likely to
cancer follow-up.23 Consequently, our classification of greater
have surveillance mammograms.29-31 Earle et al noted such a
than recommended oncologist visits is conservative, and the
phenomenon in breast and colorectal cancer patients: surveil0

L
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Chest imaging
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Table 5. Adjusted Odds Ratios for Adherence to Guidelines
Greater Than
Recommended
Oncology Visits
Variable

OR

95% CI

Greater Than
Recommended
Imaging for
Metastatic Disease

Less Than
Recommended
Mammograms
OR

95% CI

OR

95% CI

Age group, years
ⱕ 49

Reference

Reference

Reference

0.81

0.72 to 0.88

0.86

0.79 to 0.94

0.96

65-79

0.73

0.67 to 0.80

1.18

1.07 to 1.29

0.97

0.90 to 1.03
0.90 to 1.04

ⱖ 80

0.88

0.73 to 1.05

3.49

2.96 to 4.10

0.82

0.73 to 0.93

Income quintile
1

Reference

Reference

Reference

2

1.00

0.89 to 1.11

0.98

0.88 to 1.10

0.96

0.88 to 1.05

3

0.95

0.85 to 1.07

0.92

0.82 to 1.04

1.00

0.92 to 1.10

4

0.98

0.88 to 1.09

0.89

0.80 to 1.00

1.04

0.95 to 1.13

5

0.91

0.82 to 1.02

0.95

0.85 to 1.06

0.95

0.87 to 1.03

0.91

0.82 to 1.01

1.11

1.01 to 1.23

0.92

0.86 to 1.00

Rural v urban
Comorbidity
0

Reference

Reference

Reference

1

1.00

0.81 to 1.23

1.41

1.17 to 1.71

1.19

1.04 to 1.36

2

1.15

0.71 to 1.88

1.56

1.07 to 2.26

1.42

1.08 to 1.87

3⫹

1.02

0.60 to 1.72

3.05

1.68 to 5.55

1.52

1.10 to 2.11

Surgery type
Lumpectomy
Mastectomy

Reference
1.29

Reference

1.18 to 1.41

1.39

1.27 to 1.52

Reference
1.20

1.12 to 1.28

Physician type
Oncology only

Reference

PCP only
PCP ⫹ single oncologist
PCP ⫹ multiple oncologists

Reference
–

0.24

0.21 to 0.28

Reference

2.02

1.73 to 2.35

1.23

1.07 to 1.42

0.76

0.66 to 0.87

1.63

1.46 to 1.83

1.89

1.67 to 2.13

0.52

0.45 to 0.60

2.31

2.06 to 2.59

Low GP/FP UPC v high

1.06

0.99 to 1.14

1.07

1.00 to 1.16

1.04

0.99 to 1.10

Low Oncologist UPC v high

1.28

1.16 to 1.41

1.06

0.97 to 1.15

1.03

0.97 to 1.10

NOTE. Boldface indicates statistically significant values.
Abbreviations: OR, odds ratio; PCP, primary care physician; GP/FP, general practitioner/family practice; UPC, Usual Provider Continuity index.

lance procedures for the index cancer occurred less frequently,
whereas other health maintenance procedures occurred more
frequently, for patients under exclusive PCP care.30,32 Snyder et
al attribute this to a lack of clear allocation of responsibility.32 In
a randomized clinical trial (RCT) in which allocation was made
to either exclusive PCP care or oncology care, mammograms
occurred with equal frequency in both groups, supporting this
contention.33

Coordination of Care
Both ASCO and Canadian guidelines recommend against routine imaging investigations for metastatic disease based on the
results of two RCTs.1,2 The relationship between more than
recommended imaging for metastatic disease and both multiple
oncology specialists and low continuity of oncology care supports the proposition that better coordination of care, as called
for by the guidelines,7,8 may reduce unnecessary testing.12
Copyright © 2010 by American Society of Clinical Oncology
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Strengths and Limitations
We examined follow-up care provided to a population-based
cohort of breast cancer survivors in a health care system with
universal health insurance, so it is a true reflection of real-world
care. The study period extended to 5 years after diagnosis, and
thus captures the full period of most intensive follow-up. In
addition, there is almost universal capture of imaging investigations and physician visits.
Nevertheless this study has some important limitations. Information about tumor size, nodal status and other prognostic
factors such as receptor status and tumor grade are not available
in our databases. We were, therefore, not able to use these
factors as potential explanatory variables in our models. Similarly, we do not have any measure of laboratory investigations
such a blood counts, liver function tests, and tumor markers.
These are not recommended according to either ASCO or Canadian guidelines. Consequently our classification of surveil•
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Conclusion
This population based study shows substantial variation in
practice, with both overuse and underuse of surveillance visits
and tests. Most important, a substantial proportion of patients
are receiving fewer than recommended surveillance mammograms and more than recommended imaging tests for metastatic disease. Almost half of patients were seeing multiple
oncology specialists in addition to their PCP. Despite this frequency of visits and multiplicity of providers, women were not
receiving recommended mammograms, which are arguably the
most important surveillance investigation. Similar findings
have been noted in other studies and considered to be a consequence of unclear allocation of responsibilities for follow-up
care among providers. Survivorship care plans, which have been
proposed as tools to specify procedures and responsibilities and

improve coordination of care,35 can potentially address this
problem. This is currently being evaluated through a multicenter RCT.
Accepted for publication on February 4, 2010.
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lance tests includes only imaging and does not take into
consideration these laboratory investigations. We endeavored
to distinguish between diagnostic versus surveillance imaging
by including in the latter category only those tests performed
annually so that only one imaging test per year was counted as
surveillance.5 However, this approach has the potential that a
proportion of tests are misclassified, likely leading to an underestimation of surveillance testing.12 Other investigators who
have compared claims data with medical record review found
good agreement between classification of surveillance care from
claims data as compared with medical record review,10 and
found that the majority of testing is indeed for surveillance
rather than diagnostic testing (82% versus 11%).34
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HELP YOUR PATIENTS LEARN ABOUT MANAGING THE COST OF
CANCER CARE
Do your patients have questions about the cost of cancer care? Cancer.Net’s
Managing the Cost of Cancer Care booklet, developed by ASCO’s Cost of Care
Task Force Patient Resources Subcommittee, provides tools and resources
that can help your patients answer these questions and plan for costs before,
during, and after treatment. To order copies of the booklet for your patients,
contact the ASCO Communications and Patient Information Department
at 888-651-3038, or contactus@cancer.net. It is also available
in a free, downloadable PDF format at www.cancer.net/
managingcostofcare and in Spanish at www.cancer.net/spanish.
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